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This is the second in a planned series of chapbboks to disseminate
some of the bass studies/music I have been creating over the
decades. Hopefully they are fun and can help satisfy the need (long
felt by myself at least) for more complelling music written
specifically for the bass that are not merely technical etudes.
The level of difficulty in these pieces ranges from low to high,
though I believe they are all playable with hours or weeks (as
opposed to years) of practice.
Feel free to study, perform, share this music. But please don't use
them to sell commodities or promote hierarchichal or bigoted b.s.
This is witchy shit, and magically protected, so do be careful to keep
your thoughts positive and intentions loving while engaged with it.
Please do reach out if you have thoughts or questions about the
music. I am easy to find online and happy to talk about music.
Enjoy!
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Triple Goddess Suite
This piece is conceived as a sort of musical prayer to the divine
feminine, which can mean many things, and I think it’s best to leave
it at that; I’ll keep my notion of the Goddess to myself, thank you. :)
I will say that I reject the Gardnerian triple goddess conception of
‘maiden/mother/crone’ as overly essentialist and binary. Triple
goddess formations exist in many different cultures’ histories. The
divine feminine could just as well be student/master/elder or
healer/warrior/sage, etc., and these are more along the lines of what I
think of when I play this piece.

I usually play these sections as written with the bow on the upright
bass, but I think they also sound cool on bass guitar in any register.
The riff-based section between the 2nd and 3rd melodies is kind of a
thrash shuffle; if you’re playing this with a bow work up to it slowly;
don’t injure your shoulder like I have done trying to play arco metal!
Drawing Down the Moon
Drawing down the Moon is a magic ritual wherein a person or coven
call a/The Goddess, or a manifestation of the divine feminine, into
themselves and the spaces they inhabit.

This is a meditative piece based on a simple, lyrical melody. I usually
play this piece with the bow. The ostinato sections are supposed to be
trance-like; you can either listen to the sounds of the world around
and let these take the lead, recite your favorite prayers or spells, or if
you’re playing with a friend one of you can improvise. When
playing duo player A states the first melody and improvises over it,
and player B the second melody and improvised section. This is a
musical ritual, of a pair with the one to follow. As Above, so Below.
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Drawing Down the Sun
Another simple bowed piece, usually played with harmonics
(indicated by diamond shaped note heads) This one works either solo
or as a rubato canon with two or more players; the deceptively simple
melody intertwining with itself can create some interesting harmonies
and textures as the implied tonalities intersperse and overlap. It is an
intentionally liminal space musically, intended to evoke a feeling of
being 'between the veils' of day/night, fe/male, spirit/body,
solve/coagula, etc., to draw light in to the space and player/s. We are
all made of star stuff.
Witches Reel
This is an arrangement for solo bass of what is purportedly the first
Scottish reel to be transcribed in western musical notation. Legend
has it that a coven of witches conspired to conjure a gale in order to
kill the oppressive king while he was at sea. This reel was used as
evidence against them in their trial, presented as music they would
dance to at their allged Withces' Sabbaths. I arranged the melody to
be played in 3 octaves, including harmonics (which exist in multiple
places on the upright bass, or within the 3rd to 5th frets on bass
guitar). The second section is a bit of flight of fancy, and is intended
to evoke witches flying to their Sabbath, before they come back down
to earth for the 3rd statement of the melody (played three times total;
“three times three” being a refrain in the original lyric text).
Protection Spell
This song was written to text which I came across years ago in a book
of documentary source material of supposed witches' confessions. I
can’t recall which book I found it in, but the song stuck with me and
evolved from the original guitar-based doom metal into a solo piece
for bass and voice. I do believe in the practice of psychic self defense,
as Dion Fortune called it, and doing what we can for our loved ones,
magically or otherwise. “Tie and bind, (and) tie and bind. No harm
come to me or mine.”
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She Dwells Within
This song came from a message I received from my good friend and
comrade Jewlia Eisenberg (may her memory be an inspiration). She
had sent me a picture of a statue of Sekhmet superimposed with her
own picture, with the caption, “She dwells within, baby.” The rest of
the song flowed naturally soon after Jewlia died, combining these
words with another note she sent, amidst illness and conflagrations
and uprisings: “Hey Brother! Passover tonight, and thoughts are on
slave rebellions and magic. I’m ok, thank God, and I hope you are
too.” There are other thoughts here too, regarding growing into or
striving to access the divine feminine within myself, that also relate to
convertaions I had with her. I can’t say enough how much Jewlia
means to me, and how influential she has been in my life, musically,
politically, and spiritually. I miss her presence, and her undeniable
magic.

“She dwells within, she has not died, in magic and rebellion—
she dwells within.
She dwells within, she is risen, born inside, a man who already died.
She dwells within…in magic and rebellion—she dwells within.”
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Each of these pieces can be played as studies on any stringed bass
instrument, as well as performed as new solo repertoire music for the
bass (sorely lacking still) or for use in actual magic rituals.
I subscribe to the notion that music itself is a form of magic, whereby
the musicians alter themselves and the word around them through
creating intentional sound. And the further we go as individuals into a
particular pursuit (such as making music on a challenging and
demanding instrument) the more we get in touch with the universal
and with the universe itself. So at any rate, hopefully these pieces can
be rewarding at whatever level folks want to engage with them.
Blessed Be!
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